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Welcome to the NEW style of Critiques...                                                                         
We have enclosed for you the un-edited critiques from the BSDCQ 
Specialty Championship Show. These critiques have been reviewed 

by the Judge and are verbatim.                                                                                                              
The full Critique Book, including all results, dogs' details and photos 

will be forwarded to you in the near future.                                                     
Please enjoy reading all the critiques from today's judging.                                                                                                         

Thanks for attending our show. 

Critiques, as Judged 
by Jesper Anderson 



Exhibit 1 

Four months old puppy male, square body, expressive long head, minimum stop, Dark eyes well 

shaped, ears a little big for the moment, very good neck and backline, Good chest for age, very good 

bone and feet, steep croup, balanced angulation front And rear, moves freely and balanced. Good 

drive, nice temperament, nice presentation. 

Graded very promising 

Exhibit 2 

Four months puppy male, good body proportions, elegant expressive head, long light stop, Dark well 

shaped eyes, ears a little unharmonious  at the moment in size, sufficient neck, strong Back, good 

chest for age, good bone, a bit soft in pastern, steep croup, a bit open in front angulation, Good in 

the rear, moves a little restricted, just a little shy showing his teeth, good presentation. 

Graded very promising 

Exhibit 3 

Four month puppy male, square body with very good proportions,  masculine, expressive well 

balanced head, just slight rounded in skull, light stop, dark eyes and good shape, ears of good size 

and well set, excellent topline, excellent chest for age, very good bone and feet. Moves freely, well 

balanced with good drive, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded very promising 

Exhibit 4 

Six months puppy male, off square body, long well chiselled head, light stop, brown eyes well 

shaped, ears of good size well set, sufficient reach of neck, backline could be a little stronger, slightly  

Long in loin, chest needs to develop, a little fine in bone, little long in feet, sloping croup, steep in 

shoulder, sufficient hindquarters, moves a little restricted and loose in front, nice temperament and 

well presented. 

Graded very promising. 

  



Exhibit 5 

14 month old junior male, masculine, good body proportions, medium long head, could be a little 

more chiselled under the eyes, eyes are a very good shape and colour, headline slightly concave, a 

bit long stop, medium size ears a little wide in the base, a little short in neck, strong backline, steep 

croup, good chest for age, very good bone, slightly soft in the pastern, very good feet, a bit open in 

front angulation, sufficient in the hind, moves just a little restricted and loose in the front, good 

texture of coat, nice temperament and well presented.  

Graded Very good 

Exhibit 6 

2 and half masculine and elegant male, off square body proportions, head of good length chiselled 

but somewhat pronounced cheeks, headline almost parallel, almost no stop, good pigmentation, 

dark almond shaped eyes, small high set ears, very good reach of neck, strong backline, sloping 

croup, a little light in bone, very good feet, balanced angulation front and rear, moves with very 

good reach and drive, excellent coat and texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 7 

2 years, elegant slightly long bodied male, long head excellent chiselled, parallel headline, long 

minimum stop, slightly deep pigmented in mouth, dark eyes of excellent shape, ears of good size a 

little wide set, excellent reach of neck, good backline, a little long in the loin, sloping croup, very 

good chest and bone, excellent feet, excellent angulation front and rear, excellent mover with good 

drive, very good coat  and texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent. 

Exhibit 9 

2 years old male, good body proportions, elegant, medium long head well chiselled, very good 

pigmentation, dark eyes of very good shape, slightly concave headline, a little roman nose, slightly 

rounded in skull, light stop, ears of very good size well set, a bit short in neck, strong backline, 

sloping croup, chest lacks some depth, fine in bone, very good feet, balanced angulation, moves with 

good reach and drive, good quality of coat,  shy temperament but well presented. 

Graded Very Good 

  



Exhibit 11 

4 and half, elegant square body male, long well chiselled head, expressive, flat skull, light stop, slight 

convex muzzle, good pigmentation, almond shaped eyes of good colour, small high set ears, good 

neck, strong backline, sloping croup, undeveloped chest, narrow in front, a bit light in bone, slight 

soft in pastern, very good feet, good angulation front and rear, moves with balance, very good drive, 

excellent coat and texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent. 

Exhibit 12 

7 year old male, off square body, medium long head that could be more chiselled under the eyes, 

almost parallel headline, minimum stop, good pigmentation, brown almond shaped eyes, medium 

sized ears a little wide set, a little short in neck, strong backline, sloping croup, good chest and very 

good bone and feet, a little steep in the shoulder, good hindquarters, moves with balance and good 

drive, very good coat and texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 13 

2 years, slightly long bodied male, medium long head chiselled, slightly rounded in skull, parallel 

headline, light stop, dark eyes of excellent shape, medium sized ears well set, sufficient reach of 

neck, a bit soft in backline, a little long in loin, sloping croup, sufficient chest, good bone, a little long 

in feet, a little soft in pastern, balanced angulation, moves with good reach and drive, good coat and 

texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent. 

Exhibit 14 

Four and half years, off square male, masculine, head of good length chiselled, slightly pronounced 

cheeks, flat parallel headline, good stop, eyes of excellent shape and brown colour, medium size ears 

well set, very good pigmentation, excellent reach of neck, strong backline, slightly long in loin, 

sloping croup, excellent chest bone and feet, excellent angulation front and rear, moves with very 

good reach and drive, very good coat and texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

  



Exhibit 15 

3 years old male, very good body proportions, long head well chiselled, flat parallel headline, 

minimum stop, very good pigmentation, eyes of good shape but a bit light, medium sized ears well 

set, excellent reach of neck, strong backline, a bit sloping croup, very good chest bone and feet, 

correct angulation front and rear, excellent mover with good drive, very good coat and texture, nice 

temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 16 

3 years old male, almost square body, head with a little short and snipey muzzle, a bit round and 

deep skull, light stop, very good pigmentation, eyes of very good shape and colour, ears a bit big and 

wide set, good reach of neck, strong backline, sloping croup, chest a bit undeveloped, a bit fine in 

bone, slightly soft in pastern, a little long feet, balanced angulation front and rear, moves with 

balance, good reach, a bit loose in elbow, good coat texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very Good 

Exhibit 17 

4 months puppy female, well shaped head, expressive, dark eyes of good shape, ears of very good 

size and well set very good body proportions, very good reach of neck and good backline, very good 

chest for age and bone and feet. Very good angulations front and rear, moves very well with good 

drive, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very promising 

Exhibit 18 

4 months elegant puppy female, expressive head, very good eyes, well set ears, sufficient long neck, 

good backline, sufficient chest for age, good bone and feet. Balanced angulation, moves well with 

good drive, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very promising 

Exhibit 19 

6 months, elegant puppy female, off square body, medium long head, muzzle a little snipey and 

convex, parallel headline, dark eyes just a little deep set, medium sized ears well set, good neck, 

sufficient strong back, sufficient chest for age, sloping croup. A little open front angulation sufficient 

hindquarters, moves just a little restricted, a little shy temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very promising. 

  



Exhibit 20 

18 months old junior, elegant, feminine, very good body proportions, head of good length well 

chiselled, minimum stop, slightly concave headline, dark eyes of good shape, medium size ears well 

set, a bit light pigmented in mouth, very good reach of neck, strong backline, good croup, sufficient 

chest for age, a bit light bone, balanced angulation front and rear, moves with very good reach and 

drive, good coat texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent. 

Exhibit 21 

12 months feminine junior female, off square body, medium long head well chiselled, flat parallel 

headline, minimum stop, eyes of good shape and colour, ears of very good size and well set, a little 

short in neck, strong backline, just a little long in loin, sufficient chest for age, sloping croup, a bit 

fine bone, good feet, open front angulation, moves a bit high stepping in front, good coat and 

texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 24 

3 years old, slightly long bodied female, head of sufficient length could be more chiselled, a little 

deep in skull, the muzzle lacks  some filling, slightly deep pigmentation in mouth, good stop, brown 

eyes good shape, medium sized ears slightly wide set, good reach of neck, backline is slight soft, 

steep croup, good chest, sufficient bone, slightly soft in pastern, good feet, balanced angulation, 

moves a bit unco-ordinated and could have better reach, good coat and texture, nice temperament 

and well presented. 

Graded Very good 

Exhibit 25 

3 and half feminine female, slightly long bodied, medium long head well chiselled, flat parallel 

headline, good stop, eyes of very good shape and colour, medium size ears well set, good 

pigmentation, good reach of neck, strong backline, slight long in loin, sloping croup, good chest and 

bone, balanced angulation front and rear. Moves with balance, good reach, good coat and texture, 

nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 26 

3 years old, smaller female, off square body, head of sufficient length chiselled, brown eyes of good 

shape, parallel headline, light stop, ears of good size and well set, a little short in neck, strong 

backline, sloping croup, good chest, fine bone, very good feet, a little steep in the shoulder and the 

upper arm, very good hindquarters. Moves well with the drive, good coat and texture, nice 

temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent. 



Exhibit 27 

5 years old, feminine female, off square body, medium long head chiselled, dark eyes of good shape, 

small high set ears, parallel headline, minimum stop, a little short in neck, a bit soft in backline, 

sloping croup, good chest, a bit fine boned, a bit open angulation front and rear. Moves with balance 

but reach is a bit restricted, good coat and texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 28 

9 years, in a bit thin condition, medium long head, a little deep in skull, under jaw could be stronger, 

parallel headline, brown eyes of good shape, medium sized ear well set, a bit short in neck, strong 

backline, steep croup, a bit narrow in chest, good bone and feet, weak in pasterns, steep shoulder, a 

bit open in the hindquarters, moves  with a bit short gait, narrow in front and hind. Nice 

temperament, well presented. 

Graded Very good. 

Exhibit 29 

9 years old masculine male, a bit long bodied, lacks P2 underjaw, head of good length chiselled, flat 

parallel headline, minimum stop, a bit light pigmented in mouth, eyes slightly deep set, medium 

sized ears well carries, excellent reach of neck, strong backline a bit long in loin sloping croup, 

sufficient chest, good bone and feet, a bit open angulation front and rear, narrow in front, moves 

balanced but a bit restricted in reach, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very good. 

Exhibit 30 

3 years old male, off square body, long head with good balance, flat parallel headline, light stop, 

dark eyes of good shape, good size ears a little wide set, good reach of neck, strong backline a little 

long in loin, good chest very good bone and feet. Balanced angulation, moves with very good reach 

and drive, a bit light fawn coloured, not in his best coat but texture is very good, energetic 

temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent. 

Exhibit 31 

3 and half years, feminine female, a bit long bodied, long head, good chiselling, parallel headline, 

light stop, brown eyes good shape, ears of good size and well set, good reach of neck, a little soft in 

backline a little long in loin, sloping croup, good chest and bone, a bit light fawn coloured, a bit steep 

upper arm, good hindquarters, reach is good when moving, could be stronger in topline. Coat not in 

best condition, texture a little soft. A little shy when showing teeth. Well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

  



Exhibit 32 

3 years, slightly long bodied bitch, feminine, head of good length chiselled, parallel headline, a bit 

light pigmented in mouth, light stop, brown eyes could be slightly more almond, ears slightly tall and 

well set, good reach of neck, a bit light fawn coloured, sufficiently strong backline, good shoulder 

placement, steep croup, overangulated in the rear, good bone, a little long feet, good chest, moves a 

bit unco-ordinated and not very efficient. Coat of good texture, nice temperament. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 33 

3 years old,  slightly long bodied bitch, in a bit thin condition, head of good length chiselled, slightly 

receding back skull, light stop, brown eyes of very good shape, ears of good size slightly wide set, 

very good pigmentation, good reach of neck, sufficient strong backline, a bit undeveloped chest, a 

bit fine boned, steep croup, steep upper arm, very light fawn coloured, good hindquarters, moves 

slightly restricted in the front and a bit loose, coat texture a bit soft, nice temperament. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 35 

14 months, square bodied, masculine, elegant junior male, head of good length well chiselled, flat 

parallel headline, light stop, mask slightly diluted, very good pigmentation, eyes of good shape and 

colour, medium sized ears well set, good reach of neck and strong backline, sloping croup, very good 

chest and bone and feet, steep upper arm, good hindquarters, moves restricted in front, narrow in 

hind, nice fawn with overlay good coat texture, happy tail, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent. 

Exhibit 36 

8 year old male, could be more masculine, off square body, medium long head well chiselled, a bit 

deep pigmentation in corner of mouth, very good mask, correct headline, light stop, brown eyes 

good shape, medium sized ears well set, good reach of neck, backline could be a bit stronger, good 

chest fine bone good feet. A bit steep in the upper arm, sufficient hindquarters, moves a bit 

restricted in the front, nice warm fawn with good overlay, good coat texture, nice temperament and 

well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 38 

6 months feminine puppy female, good body proportions, medium long expressive head, good 

chiselling, a bit receding back skull, very good mask, dark eyes good shape, ears of good size very 

well set, sufficient reach of neck, good backline, good chest for age, fine bone, good feet, a bit 

sloping croup, a bit open front and rear angulation, moves with sufficient reach, good fawn with 

overlay, attentive temperament. 

Graded Very promising 



Exhibit 39 

13 month old, long bodied female that could be more feminine, head of sufficient length lacks 

chiselling, pronounced cheeks, parallel headline, muzzle slightly roman and a bit short, dark eyes 

good shape, little bit big ears, skin is slightly wrinkled on top of skull, good length of neck, still soft 

backline, steep croup, deep chest, a bit fine boned, soft in pastern, minimum hindquarters, good 

shoulder, moves unco-ordinated, sufficient reach, tail is too high carried and hooked in the end, an 

energetic temperament, coat is very smooth, fawn colour but lacks overlay. 

Graded Sufficient 

Exhibit 40 

14 month feminine female with very good body proportions, medium long head well chiselled, lacks 

a little filling in the muzzle, very good mask, brown eyes of good shape, parallel headline, light stop, 

medium sized ears well set, good reach of neck, strong backline, chest needs to develop, a bit fine 

boned, balanced angulations, moves with sufficient reach, good fawn colour with overlay, in a bit 

thin condition, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 41 

3 year old female, feminine, elegant, off square body, long head, muzzle a bit snipey and under jaw 

could be stronger, parallel headline, light brown eyes, light stop, ears a bit tall well set, good reach of 

neck, a little soft backline, sufficient chest and bone, sloping croup, balanced angulation, a bit steep 

upper arm, moves with sufficient reach, coat not in best condition, fawn colour lacking some 

overlay, very good mask, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 43 

6 months, elegant puppy male, off square body, medium long head well chiselled, very good mask, 

dark almond shaped eyes excellent pigmentation, parallel headline, light stop, slightly tall ears high 

set, good reach of neck, strong backline a little long in loin, sloping croup, sufficient chest for age, 

sufficient bone good feet, a bit open in front, good in rear, moves a bit high stepping in front, sable 

coloured, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very promising 

  



Exhibit 44 

10 months, masculine elegant male, square body, long head well chiselled, no stop, a bit convex 

muzzle, very good pigmentation, brown   slightly deep set, a little deep in skull, ears of good size  

Slightly converging, very short neck, strong back, good chest for age, sloping croup, good bone and 

feet, steep shoulder placed a bit too far forward, open hindquarters, moves very short and restricted 

in front, not alot ofdrive. 

Graded Promising 

Exhibit 47 

2 and half year old masculine, harmoniously built dog of square body, long head very well chiselled, 

well balanced, flat parallel headlines, minimum stop, high mask, excellent pigmentation, dark eye of 

very good shape medium sized ears very well carried, excellent neck and backline, good croup, very 

good chest and bone, excellent feet. Well balanced angulation, excellent mover with very good 

drive. Excellent warmth of colour with overlay. Very good coat texture, nice temperament and well 

presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 48 

2 years, masculine male, square body, medium long head well chiselled, very slightly rounded skull, 

slightly convex muzzle, light stop, very good pigmentation, excellent mask, small high set ears, good 

reach of neck, strong backline, chest could be a little deeper, sloping croup, a little fine boned, 

balanced angulation, moves with sufficient reach, a little close in hocks, good fawn colour with 

overlay, excellent coat and texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent. 

Exhibit 49 

4 and half year, masculine male, medium long head chiselled, a bit pronounced cheeks, muzzle 

slightly convex, very good mask, slightly deep pigmented in corner of mouth, flat skull, brown eyes 

of good shape, small high set ears, sufficient reach of neck, strong backline, a bit sloping croup, good 

chest, sufficient bone, a little soft in pastern. A little open in front angulation, moves with sufficient 

reach and drive, good fawn with overlay, very good coat and texture, nice temperament and well 

presented. 

Graded Excellent 

  



Exhibit 50 

3 years, square masculine male, in a bit thin condition, medium long head chiselled, lacks some 

filling in muzzle and under the eyes, a little light pigmented in the mouth, parallel headline, light 

stop, very good mask, medium sized ears just a little wide set, a bit short in neck, strong backline, 

sloping croup, chest could be deeper, good bone, a bit soft in pastern, a little long feet, a bit steep 

shoulder, good hindquarters. Narrow in front, moves a bit restricted, should have better drive. Fawn 

colour with overlay, good coat, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 51 

5 years old, masculine male, square body, medium long head chiselled and a bit round in skull, 

excellent pigmentation, very good high mask, parallel headline light stop, dark eyes of very good 

shape, medium sized ears well set, sufficient reach of neck, strong backline, sloping croup, chest 

could be deeper and narrow in front, good bone and feet, a bit steep shoulder and upper arm, good 

hindquarters, a little high restricted front action, very good coat, fawn with overlay, nice 

temperament. 

Graded Excellent. 

Exhibit 52 

4 year old masculine male, long bodied, medium long head that could be more chiselled, 

pronounced cheeks, parallel headline, light stop, dark eyes of very good shape, medium sized ears, a 

little wide in the base but well set, very good reach of neck, strong backline, a bit long in loin, very 

good chest and bone, a little long feet. A bit sloping croup, balanced angulation in front and rear. 

Moves with balance and sufficient reach and drive. Very good coat, warm fawn with overlay, nice 

temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 53 

6 months, feminine female, long head well chiselled, parallel headline, light stop, very good 

pigmentation, very good mask, dark eyes, small high set ears, sufficient reach of neck, sufficient 

strong backline, a little long in loin, sloping croup, good chest for age, a bit fine boned, a bit open 

angulation in front, good hindquarters. Moves a little restricted in front, beige colour, nice 

temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very promising 

  



Exhibit 54 

Almost 6 months, feminine puppy female, a little low on legs, medium long head chiselled, minimum 

stop, flat parallel headline, good pigmentation, diluted mask, dark eyes of excellent shape, medium 

sized ears well set, sufficient reach of neck, a little soft in backline, long in loin, sloping croup, 

sufficient chest for age, a bit fine boned, very good feet, a bit open front angulation, very good rear 

quarters, a bit soft in pasterns, moves a little restricted in front, light fawn, nice temperament and 

well presented. 

Graded Very promising 

Exhibit 55 

6 months female, feminine, off square body, medium long head very well chiselled, slightly convex 

muzzle, parallel headline, minimum stop, very good mask, dark eyes of good shape, small ears high 

set, sufficient reach of neck, strong backline, sloping croup, good chest for age, very good bone and 

feet, a bit open in front angulation, sufficient hindquarters. Moves with balance with sufficient 

reach, very good fawn with overlay, good coat texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very promising. 

Exhibit 56 

6 months, off square body, feminine, head could need a little more length a bit pronounced cheeks, 

flat parallel headlines, light stop, very good mask, brown eyes of good shape, medium sized ears well 

set, good neck, sufficient strong backline, sloping croup, good chest, sufficient bone, very good feet, 

a bit open in front angulation, good hindquarters, moves with sufficient reach, good fawn with good 

coat texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very promising 

Exhibit 57 

10 months, slightly long body, feminine puppy, female, long well chiselled head, flat parallel 

headline, minimum stop, very good pigmentation, very good mask, dark eyes of good shape, 

medium sized ears well set, good reach of neck, very good backline, a little long in loin, sloping 

croup, good chest for age, very good bone and feet, balanced angulation front and rear, balanced 

movement with good drive. Fawn colour with overlay, good coat texture, nice temperament, well 

presented. 

Graded Very promising 

  



Exhibit 58 

9 months, elegant feminine female puppy, off square body, medium long head very well chiselled, 

parallel headline, light stop, very good mask, very good pigmentation, dark eyes of good shape, small 

high set ears, sufficient reach of neck, strong backline, sloping croup, chest needs to develop, narrow 

in front, a bit fine boned, good feet, a bit steep shoulder and upper arm, sufficient hindquarters, 

moves a bit restricted and loose in front, light sable coloured, good coat, nice temperament and well 

presented. 

Graded Very promising 

Exhibit 59 

6 months, slightly long bodied female, a little low on the legs, long head well chiselled, flat parallel 

headline, minimum stop, very good mask, very good pigmentation, dark eyes of very good shape, 

medium sized ears well set, good reach of neck, sufficient strong backline, a little long in loin, sloping 

croup, good chest for age, good bone and feet, balanced angulation front and rear. Very good 

movement, good drive, good fawn colour, coat texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very promising 

Exhibit 60 

6 months, slightly long bodied puppy female, feminine, medium long head, could need a little more 

chiselling under the eyes, flat parallel headline, minimum stop, very good pigmentation, very good 

mask, dark eyes of very good shape, small high set ears, sufficient reach of neck, sufficient strong 

backline, sloping croup, sufficient chest for age, very good bone and feet, stands slightly east west, a 

bit open front angulation, good hindquarters, moves a bit restricted in front, sable coloured, good 

coat and texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Promising 

Exhibit 61 

12 months, off square, feminine, junior female, head of sufficient length snipey muzzle, minimum 

stop, very good pigmentation, very good mask, dark eyes of very good shape, medium size ears a bit 

wide at the base, a bit short in neck, strong backline, steep croup, undeveloped chest, narrow front, 

fine boned, very good feet, overall lacking some substance, a bit steep shoulder and upper arm, 

good hindquarters, moves restricted and very loose in the front. Fawn with overlay. Nice 

temperament, well presented. 

Graded Very good 

  



Exhibit 62 

12 months, elegant feminine female, good body proportions, medium long head very well chiselled, 

slightly convex muzzle, light stop, very good pigmentation, very good mask, dark eyes of very good 

shape, small ears high set, good reach of neck, sufficient strong backline, sloping croup, chest needs 

to develop, sufficient bone, very good feet and a bit open front angulation, good hindquarters, 

narrow in front, moves a bit restricted and is loose in front. Sable colour, good coat, nice 

temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 63 

1 year, slightly long bodied female, elegant, long head well chiselled, flat parallel headline, light stop, 

very slightly convex muzzle, very good pigmentation, very good mask, dark eyes of very good shape, 

medium sized ears well set, sufficient reach of neck, strong backline, a little long in loin, good croup, 

chest needs to develop, very good bone and feet, a bit open in front angulation, good hindquarters. 

Moves restricted in front, flips her legs, toeing in in front, good fawn with overlay, good coat, nice 

temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 64 

2 years, off square bitch, feminine, medium long head, could be more chiselled under the eyes, very 

good mask, very good pigmentation, light brown eyes of good shape, parallel headline, minimum 

stop, ears of good size well set, very goods reach of neck, strong backline, slightly sloping croup, very 

good chest bone and feet, balanced angulation front and rear, moves very well with good drive, very 

good coat texture, fawn with overlay, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 65 

2 years old female, a bit long bodied and a bit heavy condition, long head could be more chiselled, 

very slightly convex muzzle, parallel headline, light stop, very good pigmentation, very good mask, 

dark eyes good shape, medium size ears well set, very good reach of neck, sufficient strong backline, 

a bit long in loin, a bit sloping croup, very good chest, a bit fine boned good feet, overall a bit low on 

the legs, excellent front angulation, good hindquarters, moves with balance, good drive, fawn colour 

with overlay, coat a little wavy on the back, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very good 

  



Exhibit 66 

2 years old female, off square body, long head very well chiselled, flat parallel headline, light stop, 

very good pigmentation, a bit diluted mask, dark eyes of very good shape, slightly tall ears high set, 

good neck, strong backline, very good chest, very good bone and feet, slightly soft in pastern.  

Balanced angulation, moves well with good drive, light fawn with a little overlay, good coat and  

texture, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 67 

2 years, slightly long bodied female, long head well chiselled, flat parallel headline, minimum stop, 

very good pigmentation, very good mask, brown eyes, good shape, medium sized ears well set, good 

neck, strong back, sloping croup, very good chest, good bone and slightly long feet, a bit open in 

front and rear angulation, moves with balance and good reach, good fawn with overlay, nice 

temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 68 

3 year old female, off square, medium long head, a bit snipey muzzle, very good pigmentation, very 

good mask, underjaw could be a little bit stronger, slightly convex muzzle, minimum stop, medium 

sized ears a little wide set, dark eyes of good shape, sufficient reach of neck, strong backline, slightly 

sloping croup, a bit undeveloped in chest, a bit too fine boned, a little long feet, a bit open in front 

angulation and hindquarters. Narrow front, moves slightly restricted in front and a little loose in 

elbows. Good fawn with overlay, good coat texture, a little timid in the ring, well presented.  

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 69 

3 years old, feminine female, off square body, head of good length well chiselled, slightly convex 

muzzle, very good pigmentation, very good mask, light stop, dark eyes of very good shape, ears of 

very good size well set, very good reach of neck, sufficient strong backline, slightly sloping croup, 

excellent chest, very good bone and feet, slightly soft in pastern, good front angulation, a bit open in 

the rear, balanced movement, good reach, grey colour with overlay, very good coat texture, nice 

temperament, well presented. 

Graded Excellent. 

  



Exhibit 70 

6 years, off square body, long head chiselled, slightly convex muzzle, a little deep pigmentation in 

mouth, very good mask, dark eyes of good shape, medium sized ears a little wide at the base well 

set, parallel headline, light stop, good reach of neck, strong backline, steep croup, lacks some depth 

of chest, a little open in front angulation, sufficient hindquarter, sufficient bone, very good feet, 

moves with sufficient reach, lacks a little bit in drive, open coat that is not in best condition. Nice 

temperament, well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 71 

3 years, a bit low on legs, off square female, head of good length chiselled, convex muzzle, very good 

pigmentation, a bit diluted mask, dark eyes of good shape, medium sized ears a little wide at the 

base well set, good neck, strong back, very good croup, very good chest bone and feet, sufficient 

angulation of front, good in the rear, moves well with good drive, good fawn with very good overlay, 

good coat texture, nice temperament, well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 72 

5 years, well built bitch, off square body, long head very well chiselled, flat parallel headline, light 

stop, very good pigmentation, very good mask, dark eyes of very good shape, small high set ears, 

very good reach of neck, strong backline, bit sloping croup, very good chest, very good bone and 

feet, slightly soft in the pastern, very good angulation front and rear. 

Moves excellent with good drive, very good fawn with overlay, very good coat texture, nice 

temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 73 

2 years old, a bit long bodied, just a little low on the legs, medium long head well chiselled, almost 

parallel headline, very good pigmentation, very good mask, dark eyes of very good shape, medium 

sized ears well set, good reach of neck, sufficiently strong backline, long in loin, good chest, good 

bone and feet, balanced angulation front and rear, moves very well with good drive. Good fawn with 

overlay, very good coat texture, shy temperament, well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

  



Exhibit 76 

8 year old, feminine female in good condition, slightly long in body, long head well chiselled, very 

good mask, dark eyes of very good shape, flat skull slightly receding, a little tall ears slightly wide set, 

very good reach of neck, a little soft in the backline, very good chest bone and feet, sloping croup, 

balanced angulation, moves well, good fawn colour with overlay, good coat texture, nice 

temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 

Exhibit 77 

3 years, a bit heavy in condition, medium long head could be more chiselled, slightly diluted mask, 

eyes of good shape with a rounded skull, slightly convex muzzle, slightly wide set ears, good reach of 

neck, a bit soft in the backline, a bit long in loin, sloping croup, very good bone and feet, balanced 

angulation, moves with sufficient reach, fawn with overlay, nice temperament and well presented. 

Graded Very good. 

Exhibit 78 

18 months, square body, long head, a bit convex muzzle, underjaw could be stronger, a bit light eyes 

good shape, medium sized ears slightly wide set, a bit diluted mask, good reach of neck, 

undeveloped chest, a bit French stand, steep croup, steep upper arm, sufficient hindquarters, moves 

a bit restricted and loose in the front, light fawn colour overlay, nice temperament, well presented. 

Graded Very good 

Exhibit 79 

11years, off square male, medium long head well chiselled, very good pigmentation, parallel 

headline, high mask, dark eyes of good shape, small high set ears, a bit short in neck, strong 

backline, undeveloped chest, sufficient bone, a bit soft in pastern, open angulation front and rear, 

narrow front, moves restricted, good coat texture, good fawn colour with overlay, nice 

temperament and well presented. 

Graded Excellent 


